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Predictive models, data analytics, and insights for 
streamlined hardware & software cost estimates.
Unison TruePlanning is the trusted choice for comprehensive cost estimation software, relied upon by top-tier 
government contractors and commercial organizations in the aerospace, defense, and information technology 
industries. With predictive models built on 50 years of rigorous cost research, our software empowers you to develop 
credible, data-driven cost estimates, giving you a competitive edge.

No matter what phase of the cost estimating process you’re in, Unison TruePlanning provides an all-encompassing 
solution that seamlessly integrates hardware and software lifecycle cost estimates with advanced analytics and 
premium engineering services to deliver exceptional value.

Unlock the power of 50  
years of cost research  
with Unison TruePlanning®  
cost estimation software.

Smart Decisions Made Easy.

Make defendable data-driven decisions with 
efficiency.

Streamline workflows and eliminate duplicative 
efforts with a centralized data repository.

Bid confidently and win more business  
with well-informed cost estimates.

Access domain expertise and  
premium services.

Establish trust with project stakeholders/
decision makers

Increase transparency, manage risk, and  
optimize your finances.
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Our software combines decades of cost research and cutting-edge 
technology to future-proof your estimation processes and drive informed 
decisions. By integrating hardware and software lifecycle cost estimates, 
TruePlanning eliminates conflicting data, providing a clear and focused 
estimate or a comprehensive overview of your entire project. 

Bid confidently, win more business, and make well-informed financial 
decisions with Unison TruePlanning. 

Excel and homegrown systems are widely used tools for cost estimation. 
However, these antiquated, and manual solutions are error-prone and 
ineffective at producing consistent, dependable processes. While they 
may give estimators a sense of control and autonomy in the short term, 
they hinder the transfer of institutional knowledge to new team members, 
resulting in reduced efficiency in the long run. 
 
No more guesswork or fragile spreadsheets—our software empowers 
you to streamline workflows, unlock hidden insights, and make informed 
decisions that give you a clear competitive advantage. 

Unified modeling 
capabilities enable 
unique project insights— 
prioritizing repeatability, 
credibility, and data-
driven accuracy.

Embrace the future of  
estimation—bid farewell 
to Excel and homegrown 
systems and streamline 
your processes to win  
more business.

The Impact of Unison  
TruePlanning: Estimate  
with Confidence™ 
Unison Cost Engineering has successfully trained thousands of  
users in hundreds of locations worldwide to develop robust cost  
estimates. Top aerospace and defense contractors routinely  
experience greater efficiencies by creating faster, more comprehensive  
estimates with TruePlanning.

Where TruePlanning can be applied:
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